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The Greatest Present He Would Ever Receive is the Gift of Her Loveâ€¦What if Mr. Darcy purchased

a gift for Elizabeth Bennet to acknowledge the festive days even though he knows he will never

present it to her? What if the gift is posted to the lady by his servants and without his knowledge?

What if the enclosed card was meant for another and is more suggestive than a gentleman should

share with an unmarried lady? Join Darcy and Elizabeth, for a holiday romp, loaded with delightful

twists and turns no one expects, but one in which our favorite couple take a very different path in

thwarting George Wickham and Lydia Bennetâ€™s elopement. Can a simple book of poetry be

Darcyâ€™s means to win Elizabethâ€™s love? When we care more for another than ourselves, the

seeds of love have an opportunity to blossom.
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This book was introduced on a blog with an excerpt that left me longing to open the pages. It has a

connection to the Christmas holidays but is of a certainty one which transcends a placement among

those limited to seasonal reads.As the book description tells us, Fitzwilliam Darcy, having been

rejected in an earlier-than-canon proposal cannot keeps thoughts of Elizabeth Bennet from his



mind. And even in accepting that she will not be by his side in the future, he secures little treasures,

writes letters and saves mementoes which are saved away as they can never be given to or shared

with her.In the tradition of estate owners and heads of families, Mr. Darcy is out and about town with

his valet seeking gifts for family, acquaintances, tenants and servants. He buys a token for Elizabeth

to hide away with those other things which he saves. An accident of dire proportions put him into

unconsciousness for two days and takes away the use of his hand. So he cannot address the

greetings which go with each gift and there are some of a personal nature which not just anyone

can write out for him. So when Charles Bingley, who has been in attendance for the two days he

was abed, offers to help out it is with unavoidable angst as to his friendâ€™s illegible handwriting

that he has no choice but to accept. The presents are set upon his desk and the notes placed with

them along with Darcyâ€™s calling card as he cannot sign the notes. During the holiday rush

servants are in charge of sending out the presents and when a mishap occurs during which cards

are separated from the intended gift and then attached to another, Darcy does not find out about

this mix up until his sister breaks down in tears upon opening the impersonal note attached to her

gift from him.
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